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Breast Cancer: not all the same
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Treatment of early stage breast cancer
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Treatment of early stage breast cancer

• Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) has become a standard-of-care for early breast 

cancer patients diagnosed with locally advanced disease 1. 

• Since NAC is administered prior to surgical resection of the primary tumor, it offers 

a unique window for real-time monitoring of tumor response during treatment 2-4. 

• Approximately 10-65% of patients—depending on subtype and treatment—achieve 

pathologic complete response (pCR) after NAC 5. 

• pCR is characterized by the complete eradication of invasive cancer in the breast 

and regional nodes. 

• A pooled analysis by Spring and colleagues has shown that achieving pCR provides 

a significant survival advantage 6. This has been confirmed by the I-SPY 2 TRIAL7. 

1. Wang, M. et al. Sci Rep 7, 44673, (2017); 2. Tromberg, B. J. et al. Cancer Res 76, 5933-5944, (2016).; 3. DeMichele, A. et al. Clin Cancer Res 21, 2911-2915, (2015). 4. Berry, 
D. A. & Hudis, C. A. JAMA Oncol 1, 875-876, (2015). 5. Cortazar, P. et al. Lancet 384, 164-172 (2014). 6. Spring, L. M. et al. Clin Cancer Res 26, 2838-2848, (2020). 7. Yee, D. et 
al. SABCS 2017.
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Treatment of early stage breast cancer

• The absence of tumor after neoadjuvant chemotherapy was established 
as an optimal endpoint

• A major challenge faced by clinicians in the neoadjuvant setting is how 
to enable each patient to achieve pCR while minimizing exposure to 
treatment-related toxicities. 

• Biomarkers that accurately predict response to NAC early during 
treatment are key to this objective
• Non-responders could be eligible for an early switch to a more effective therapy to 

increase the likelihood of achieving a pCR and 

• Responders could potentially be sent to surgery early (de-escalation). 
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I-SPY 2 clinical trial [NCT01042379]

• I-SPY 2 is an ongoing, multicenter, open-label, adaptive phase 2 platform trial with 

multiple experimental groups to evaluate new agents combined with standard 

neoadjuvant therapy in patients with high risk early stage breast cancer

• Main Aim: to identify agents that improve the chance of pCR in combination with 

standard chemotherapy in molecularly high risk stage II/III breast cancer 

• Overall GOAL: Improve the Way We Evaluate New Treatments 

• To accelerate knowledge: driving urgency and innovation 

• Trial design incorporates disease heterogeneity 

• Identify additional early endpoints that can be captured in the course of care 

• Look for big signals (screening phase 2) 

• Demand - willingness of patients to try a new approach 
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I-SPY 2 clinical trial: Methods & Statistics
• Primary endpoint is pCR rate

• Five new drugs may be tested simultaneously, with no more than 120 patients tested for each 

experimental arm

• Multiple biopsies and MRI are obtained throughout the trial to assess response and to discover new 

predictive biomarkers. 

• Bayesian methods of adaptive randomization are applied in I-SPY 2 to achieve a higher probability of 

efficacy: the likelihood of assignment to a given agent or combination increases with pCR cases as 

the trial continues 

• Enrollment in the experimental group is stopped when:

1) Bayesian predictive probability of success reaches a prespecified threshold (usually 85%) for any biomarker signature in a 

confirmatory 300-patient phase 3 trial of neoadjuvant therapy (Experimental drug or combination “graduates”)

2) Futility criteria met: if the probability falls to below 10% for all biomarker signatures

3) There is unexpected toxicity

• The I-SPY 2 trial has strict safety monitoring process to ensure patient safety.
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pCR predicts EFS for patients
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Diffusion weighted 
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I-SPY 2.2 Clinical Trial: the plan to implement change

• We need better understanding of the biology of responders and non-responders 

• There are new targeted agents that might be effective for all or some subtypes and allow 

patients to skip traditional chemotherapy 

• We have good tools to identify lack of response to trigger escalation of Tx 

• We know 3 weeks is not sufficient (there can be lack of response at 3 wks and good response at 6) 

• 6 weeks is sufficient time to make that decision, and 90% chance of RCB 2/3 

• We have tools to predict absence of tumor with good specificity (>90%) 

• I-SPY2 was amended in 2020 to allow going to the OR after each regimen if pCR predicted 

• Clinicians and patients are excited about testing new regimens 

• But they want the rescue therapy to be taxane based optimal therapy, not AC 

• Thus Block A is novel targeted therapies, Block B is the prior optimal I-SPY2, Block C 

contains the anthracycline rescue regimen 
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Conclusions

• pCR is a good surrogate for 3 and 5 year EFS and DRFS

• Prediction is improved when looking by subtype 

• Additional information is gained by looking at residual cancer 

burden 

• The strategy of using biomarkers for adaptation and graduation, 

and testing qualifying biomarkers has led to the identification of a 

new way to characterize tumors that improves the chance of 

getting each patient to pCR

• Functional Tumor Volume (FTV) by MRI has been shown to be a 

good predictor of response, and has led to graduation decisions 

that have stood the test of time

• Using pCR as the surrogate primary endpoint can significantly 

shorten the evaluation process of promising drugs. In I-SPY 2, the 

average time for a drug to “graduate” is only about 18 months 

and is much shorter than the duration of a traditional phase 2 

trial
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